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I never could say ‘no’
Rusty Russell

Photo: Rusty Russell

While I was giving Bala de Plata* a pre-flight in the hangar a scruffy lookin’ fella 
introduced himself as Terry Johnson. Talk about books and covers. The guy is a 
competition aerobatic pilot, part-owner of a Giles G-202, and had been ripping up the 
skies around Whangarei for a few days. He asked if I’d like a go in it the next day. 

Terry Johnson’s Giles G-202
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I had to say ‘no’, as I had a trip to Mercer 
planned. I could have done it before we 
left, but I know my reaction to adrenaline. 
It wipes me out for a bit. Not the thing 
before a trip through Auckland airspace 
where you need to have your act 
together. But the offer was still good for 
the day after. All right! 

The Mercer trip was a ripper and all 
those who went enjoyed it. It was great 
to see Steve and Martha Williams take 
possession of their new Foxbat. 

Next day the Giles was busy till lunch 
time so I amused myself taking the great-
grand-kids for circuits in my gyroplane. 
Then I took Terry for a ride around One 
Tree Point and Mt. Mania. I do enjoy 
demonstrating its abilities, and even 
seasoned pilots are impressed. 

We also had a chance to discuss the 
upcoming flight routine and what to expect. 

It all sounded very precise, accurate, and 
practiced. I was pretty relaxed. 

The Giles is not the easiest machine to 
get into, especially with a parachute tied to 
your back (it doubles as a seat and goes 
under your bum). Terry tied me in, and I 
mean tied—those leg straps were cranked 
up tight. Apparently he didn’t want a 
110kg-object flailing around his aeroplane. 
And no phones, cameras, or other things 
that might jam controls. “Be warned,” he 
said, “with the stick right back, nut impact 
occurs.” And Terry demonstrated what he 
meant. Ouch! he was right. 

The Lycoming O-360 started with a 
lovely throaty roar that gets boys excited, 
and off we taxied doing the tail-dragger 
weave. A few more checks then we back-
tracked and rolled. This is OK, I thought, 
then he floored it. Bugger me, it fair sat 
me back in the seat. Tail up and away we 
went. 
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“OK,” said Terry, “take us to four 
thousand feet over Takahiwai at one 
hundred and twenty knots, our best 
climb speed.” I pulled the stick back 
to get the nose up. Still too fast; back 
more, back more till the horizon was—
well, down there somewhere. That is an 
extraordinary climb rate. “Turn one-eighty 
degrees”, Terry directed. “OK, my aircraft. 
We will start off with some gentle loops. 
OK, one seventy knots, stick back.” Then 
my head went flat, vision distorted. The 
world as I knew it was no longer where it 
should be. 

Terry’s calm commentary didn’t match 
what was actually happening. Well, yes 
it did, but my sensory organs couldn’t 
keep up with the music. Positive-g 
inside and negative-g outside loops, 
rolls, slides, snaps, point turns, barrel 
rolls, seamlessly one to the next. Terry’s 
narration was punctuated with humour, 
blur, moments of absolute lucidity, then 
more blur. All this to the constant purr of 
the engine behind the constant speed 
propeller. Effortless! 

Thoughts then turned to keeping my 
stomach under control, an odd sensation 
as I’ve never had motion sickness before. 
“Want some more?” Terry inquired. “Ah, 
no thanks.” I loved it, but enough is 
enough for this old fella. 

Rejoining the circuit  was different. 
Terry approached at 80 knots, forward 
slipping so he could see the runway, 
then greased it on. Again the tail-dragger 
wiggle as we slowed. 

Being new to the sport, so having few 
preconceptions and an open mind, I really 

appreciated the opportunity and soaked it 
up—all extreme 12 minutes or so. 

I have huge admiration for Terry and his 
kind. Skills and disciplines, knowledge 
and reactions—fantastic! If I was younger 
I might be able to get into it; however, 
age, income, and reality have me happily 
seated in my gyro. 

That night I replayed the experience, 
smiling at how fortunate I’ve been to 
have these opportunities and meet some 
bloody great people. This one will keep 
me smiling in my rocking chair.

*Bala de Plata, Spanish for ‘Silver Bullet’, 
is a good nickname for Rusty’s AutoGyro 
MT03 Eagle ZK-KIW. [Ed.]

Terry straps Rusty into ZK-NUT
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Congratulations, Bill!

21st August 2015: 

Bill Rea flew his successful first solo in 
the Club’s Texan Top Class ZK-TXN. 
Bill is now working hard with the aim of 
gaining  his SAC certificate by the end of 
the year. 

Photo: John Wegg

Photo: John Wegg

John Wegg
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Returning home
Kathy Little

First, let me introduce myself. Although 
I spent my first 12 years in the Waipoua 
Forest I refer to Dargaville as my home. It 
was here at the original airfield at the top 
of Awakino Road that my dad learnt to fly 
and it was he who inspired me years later 
to get my pilot’s licence. This I achieved 
in 1990 at the Otamatea Aero Club at 
Ruawai. At that time, that was the closest 
place to have lessons. What a change 
and joy to see that Dargaville has now 
become the centre of flying for the area. 

I made a fun YouTube video using film 
footage from the time when I learnt to fly. 
It includes some of Dargaville: 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=h1TOo7Z9Hhg 

At the end of 1990 I left Dargaville and 
travelled in England and Europe. I then 
lived in Australia, mainly W.A., where I 
remarried and continued flying. I gained 
my aerobatic rating and later decided to 
buy a trike. I became Western Australia’s 
first certified female trike pilot a year 
before my 50th birthday. This can be 
seen on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
gQLQ5-1_5w

When I married my sisters and nieces 
came to the wedding and I took them 
for a fly. We took some footage and I 
later turned it into a fun video. You can 
see that at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LSuw2L4PlkA.

In 2001 & 2002 my husband and I decided 
to take the trike on our journey around 
Australia. On this journey I kept a diary and 
I used this to finally publish my book this 
year. It is available in hard copy and as an 
ebook. On that journey, as you will read, 
I discovered the Bantam and I ended up 
buying a new one with a Jabiru engine. 
The book can be purchased online at  
http://www.amazon.com/The-Kiwi-
Emuland-Fair-Dinkum-ebook/dp/
B00SKKWZI2 

Two years ago I moved to live in Bali, 
where we built a villa. There was 
nowhere to do recreational flying there 
so I sold my trike, Bantam, and hangar 
at Bindoon, north of Perth. So I have not 
done any flying since then. The Bantam 
was bought by a man from Thailand 
and he has invited me to one day visit 
and I hope to fly it there. Footage of the 
Bantam can be seen at  
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UrmeCQBemeI

Recently I decided to return to New 
Zealand to live in my hometown and am 
looking forward to getting back up in the 
air behind the controls. My husband and I 
have bought a home at the top of Parore 
Street and now I am looking forward to 
enjoying my time at the Dargaville Aero 
club.

(No doubt you have realised I also enjoy 
making videos!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1TOo7Z9Hhg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1TOo7Z9Hhg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gQLQ5-1_5w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gQLQ5-1_5w
http://www.amazon.com/The-Kiwi-Emuland-Fair-Dinkum-ebook/dp/B00SKKWZI2
http://www.amazon.com/The-Kiwi-Emuland-Fair-Dinkum-ebook/dp/B00SKKWZI2
http://www.amazon.com/The-Kiwi-Emuland-Fair-Dinkum-ebook/dp/B00SKKWZI2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrmeCQBemeI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrmeCQBemeI
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Goodbye old friend
Allan Jessop

The recent departure of Cessna 172N 
Skyhawk ZK-JBA marks the end of an era 
for the Dargaville Aero Club. Initially formed 
as a typical general aviation organisation in 
1958 (as the Northern Wairoa Aero Club), 
this step is the final transition to a modern 
recreational flying club. 

Juliett Bravo Alpha has been sold to an 
operator in Rotorua and, we understand, 
will be used primarily for police patrol 
work.

Owned by the club for 15 years, JBA 
was purchased from myself and Bob 
Foster. Bob and I used it for a number 
of years for parachuting at Onerahi, 
a very successful operation, which 
was eventually wound up owing to the 
constant hassle in acquiring qualified 
jumpmasters and parachute packers. 

The Cessna served Dargaville well, but 
with operating costs escalating it became 
apparent some time ago that it was no 
longer a viable asset for the club.

Most members were sad to see it go but 
it is appropriate for the club to move on. 
The club’s existing aircraft are the Fly 
Synthesis Texan and the Storch, both 
Rotax 912-powered (the former with a 
fuel-injected system) low-time advanced 
microlights.

What the future holds for the club is to 
be decided. Maybe gyrocopter training? 
Watch this space. Our gyro man, 
Rusty Russell, has been having a lot of 
problems with CAA certification; however, 
he’s gradually wading through the 
bureaucratic mire and will eventually get 
there, we’re sure.

Photo: Rusty Russell
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Photo: Allan Jessop

Photo: Allan Jessop

Goodbye old friend

The last taxi
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She could be yours...
For sale Warren Butler

Jabiru SK advanced microlight, 2200 Jabiru engine which is 235hrs since new, 60” x 42” 
Brent Thompson propeller, Microair 760 VHF with 2 headsets – fuel computer, wingtip 
strobes. 

100kts cruise at 13l/hr. Add 3kts with spats fitted (included). Stall speed 37kts, 5hrs 
endurance. 70kts climb at 1000ft/min 1 up, 750ft/min 2 up. Built in South Africa. Always 
hangared and well maintained. $33 000 negotiable. Will be sold with fresh annual inspection. 

Reason for sale: Buying a new aircraft. Hangarage at Pukekohe East can be taken over by 
new owner by negotiating with landlord.

Contact Warren Butler on 0800 126 837 or warren.butler@xtra.co.nz

—
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President’s report
Peter Randall

On Saturday 12th September we held 
our AGM. We had an excellent turnout 
of members, which I think can be put 
down to holding the meeting after the 
Saturday lunch rather than an evening 
during the week. There were no changes 
to any of the office holders but we can 
welcome the addition of Rusty Russell 
on to the committee. I would also like to 
congratulate Murray and Rohan Farrand 
on being unanimously voted as life 
members. They have given many years 
of dedication and support to our club and 
are therefore worthy recipients of the 
honour. 

Our Cessna 172 JBA has finally been 
sold and has gone to Action Aviation 
based in Rotorua. It is certainly the end 
of an era. JBA just wasn’t flying enough 
hours and with the extra expense of the 
Cessna SIDs programme it had become 
very expensive to maintain. 

For those members who didn’t attend the 
AGM I will take this opportunity to again 
thank all the members who do many 
things behind the scenes to help and 
foster our club.

President Peter Randall 
Vice President Alan Bailey 
Club Captain Brian Taylor 
Secretary Murray Farrand 
Treasurer Rohan & Murray Farrand 
Committee: 
 Murray Foster  
 Graeme & Joanne Hales 
 Derek Taylor 
 Greg van der Hulst 
 Jan Bailey 
 Rusty Russell 
Windsock editor: 
 Dave Evans

Photo: Dave Evans
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Another Foxbat joins the family
Steve Williams

After being kept in suspense for about 
two weeks as to when the CAA would get 
to do the flight inspection of ZK-CKL, my 
new Aeroprakt A-22LS Foxbat (the same 
as John Wiessing’s ZK-FBT), I received 
an email that this was set for Wednesday, 
30 September at 0800. During the chatter 
about this at the Dargaville Aero Club, 
Rusty Russell commented that he would 
come down and fly back with us. Pretty 
good on him, I thought, and then others 
started to quip that they would also come 
along for the outing and escort us home 
to NZDA from Mercer (NZME). At first I 
wasn’t sure if this was just talk. But it was 
indeed reality.

So the planning started. Dennis Williams 
said he would accompany me in the 
right-hand seat as I did not have a type 
rating. I flight planned both the eastern 
and western route south as I was not 

sure which way would be best. This all 
done from a pretty inexperienced point of 
view, but nevertheless a good exercise.

As the big day drew closer, I heard 
rumours that up to four aircraft would 
come down. I was absolutely blown away 
at this and it shows the true character of 
the DAC members. 

Wednesday, 30 September dawned. I 
arrived at Mercer Aerodrome at around 
0930 and the CAA representative 
was well on his way to completing the 
inspection. There were a few anxious 
moments with some questions asked, 
resulting in a scramble to complete 
‘things’ to ensure compliance. Then 
came the moment when, with pen in 
hand, the deed was done and we said 
our goodbyes to the CAA. Good fella that 
Peter, and quite thorough.

ZK-CKL at Mercer

Photo: Steve Williams
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Pukekohe East pit stop: Warren Butler,  
John Wiessing, Penny Russell, Dennis Williams

‘Let’s get this machine airborne’, I thought, ‘so that when the DAC boys and gals 
arrive we can have a quick lunch and get going’. The set time for departure was 1400, 
after a munch on some good old South African boerewors (sausages) cooked by 
yours truly. Well, that was the plan.

Steve cooks boerewors; Rebecca Davidson and Dennis Williams appreciate his skill

Photo: Rusty Russell

Photo: Rusty Russell
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The time came for the test flight and 
Charlie Kilo Lima was fuelled up and 
ready to go. Doug King, the agent, and 
his instructor climbed in, and with Doug 
in the left-hand seat they taxied out. The 
long story short is that were some little 
issues that needed sorting out. It seemed 
to take a long while, but we felt success 
was getting close.

By this time I started hearing radio calls 
and the first to land was the speedster 
himself, Mark Norgate in his Sonex. A 
bit later the friendly voice of Rebecca in 
Storch ZK-DAQ. When she taxied up, 
to my great delight and surprise, Muzza 
was in the right-hand seat. This was 
going to turn out to be a good day.

Soon after I heard Rusty, with Penny 
along for the ride, and John Wiessing, 
who brought Dennis to instruct me on the 
way to Dargaville. I put them both into a 
holding orbit as Charlie Kilo Lima headed 
out for another test flight, which turned 
out to be another damp squib. Rusty 
and John landed behind CKL. Looking 
serious now, how will this day end? Now 
I have the team from Dargaville and 
they could very well end up going home 
on their own, what a let-down. Words 
of wisdom from Rusty came at regular 
intervals, “The day is not over yet.” 
Thanks, Rusty.

With the moral support of fellow club 
members, I stoked up the gas BBQ, not 

Some of ‘the Dargaville family’ at Mercer: Rebecca Davidson, Steve Williams, Dennis 
Williams, Mark Norgate, John Wiessing, Penny Russell

Photo: Rusty Russell
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quite ideal for boerewors as us SA blokes 
do it with a proper fire, and had some 
lunch going for the team. The ETD came 
and went and 1430 saw some rather red 
faces and bewildered expressions. A half-
hour later, Doug declared he had found 
the problem: something under the bonnet 
needing a bit more attention.  

As Doug was putting the final touches 
to that fix, Mark and I got stuck into the 
radio, which had been awfully quiet. I 
knew that the antenna connector had 
been replaced so decided to look at 
that first. It was a short circuit. (A radio 
antenna can either be a short circuit 
or an open circuit when tested with a 
multi-meter in the Ohms position. This 
is dependent on the matching system 
employed. For most small aircraft it 
would be an open circuit with the outside 
part of the connector a direct connection 
to the airframe.)  

This issue proved not to be a factory 
fault. When the connector was replaced, 
a poor job was done. So I pulled the 
connector apart and with no spares and 
no crimping tool available we carefully 
repaired the butchered connector and re-
made it. Being in the radio game for long 
enough, I could see it would now work. 
My only comment, after a quarter century 
of radio engineering, is to do it properly 
the first time and it will work properly. 
Enough said. 

Within 15 minutes Doug was ready to 
carry out a flight test. This time it was all 
systems go. By now I had sent Martha, 
my wife, on her way north for the trek to 
Dargaville to collect me upon arrival. It 
was a long day for her and predictably 
the Auckland traffic didn’t cooperate. 

Dennis and I checked CKL over and 
filled the tanks while the team began 

Rebecca and Muzz get ready for the return to Dargaville

Photo: Rusty Russell
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to fly  home. Question: will the engine 
run smoothly for an hour and a half? I 
admire and appreciate people like Dennis 
who go out of their way to help people 
like me. There is risk involved. Thanks, 
Dennis. 

At 1600, we were the last to leave; 
however, it was a good flight with only 
minor issues. One was the intercom did 
not work, so Dennis and I resorted to 
sign language and shouting. In addition, 
we had to fly at between 1,000 and 1,500 
feet in certain airspace as CKL does not 
yet have a transponder. To do this with 
an engine which has a big question mark 
associated with it is pretty daunting. I 
continuously kept my eye out for suitable 
landing spots. 

As we approached South Head in the 
Manukau Harbour, I pointed to the left 
fuel tank which was on half and the 
right was on full. Both taps were open. 
So we had fuel syphoning across from 
the left tank to the right tank, not ideal. 
Dennis had also been watching that for a 
while, so through our sign language and 
shouting we decided to close one tank 
(which is, by the way, the proper way to 
operate: run on one tank at a time). Not 
now was the consensus as we had the 
open sea to the left and sheer cliff to the 
right. A democratic decision was made 
to do it over Parakai. When we were 
overhead the airfield, Dennis switched off 
the left. Now we hoped we had a good 
fuel flow from the right tank otherwise 
we could end up dead-stick. Nothing 

happened, nice that, and we monitored a 
slow reduction of fuel level from the right 
side. Phew.

While all this was happening we could 
see Rusty doing his thing below us and, 
far in the distance at the same altitude, 
John in ZK-FBT. It wasn’t too long before 
we could see the welcome sight of 
Dargaville in the distance. Checking the 
wind direction by means of a nice smoky 
fire, 04 was selected as the runway 
to use and we joined on base leg. We 
touched down at about 1720. 

Dennis commented about staying in the 
centre of the runway, but otherwise it 
was all good. The Foxbat flies well and 
is quite predictable. Somehow, I think I 
would not have done as good a job with 
a non-Dargaville instructor accompanying 
me. (My belief is that our instructors have 
the right approach to flight training.) 

It was a great relief to have CKL safely 
at Dargaville. Now to sort out the little 
glitches and familiarise myself a bit better 
with the cockpit layout. Things like the 
choke is not the park brake lever, and the 
cockpit heating is not the carb heat. At 
least Dennis had a chuckle. 

Thanks to Muzza for arranging the 
hangar space, to Dennis for flying with 
me, and to  Rusty and Penny, Mark, John 
Wiessing, and Rebecca for the escort, 
and to Martha for the late pickup at the 
club. It was a long but worthwhile day. 
Now let’s get some flying done.
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CKL ‘enjoying’ another of many check flights

Photo: Steve Williams

CKL awaiting the next of many check flights

Photo: Steve Williams
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*BFR:  biennial flight review

Winter is almost gone. Although it hasn’t 
been as bad as other years, apart from low 
temperatures and strong winds, the rain 
has been very moderate. We are looking 
forward to warmer and longer days.

I have renewed my instructor’s medical, 
which is similar to a passenger vehicle 
driver’s licence medical. This has 
involved me jumping through all the 
hoops, a little bit more involved than 
the RAANZ and SAC medicals. So I am 
pleased I have accomplished all that and 
been issued with a medical certificate 
without restrictions.

Flying training has been down 50% over 
the last five months as I haven’t been 
at the club every day. But now I will be 
back full time from 0900 until 1600 or 
so, trying to get the basic training back 
up to speed. Thanks to Dennis Williams 
and John Wegg who have come along 
regularly each week to help out.

I’d like to remind pilots to warm up the 
Rotax motors at 2,000 rpm to avoid over-
revving when cold. This will help to ensure 
the engines have a long and reliable life.

As you probably all know by now, we 
have sold the club’s Cessna 172 ZK-JBA, 
but now we have two private owners in 
the club taking its hangar space: a RANS 
S-6 Coyote belonging to Harvey Carran 
and the new Foxbat of Steve Williams. 

Please continue to exercise care when 
moving our aircraft to avoid ‘hangar rash’, 
and don’t be shy to ask for help.

Rusty has completed a four-day 
instructor training course in Hamilton. 
After passing his PPL law exam and 
doing another flight test at Tauranga he 
will be able to instruct again. My personal 
opinion is that it is totally unfair of CAA to 
make him do all this.

Tim Barnaby is doing an excellent job 
of looking after the cosmetic side of the 
club’s aircraft maintenance, vacuuming 
the interiors, keeping the tyres at the right 
pressure, cleaning up the hangar, and 
doing other jobs to support the flying. We 
could have more volunteers to wash and 
polish the aeroplanes, so please step 
forward you volunteers!

Pilots doing a BFR* please come well 
prepared. We have two Authorised 
Testing Officers in the club, who will 
check out your flying skills, which you 
should be up to speed on. It is not a ‘fail 
or pass’ test, but covers the basics that 
you should be aware of to fly confidently 
and safely. The BFR theory check will be 
a little different to the SAC one, but it’ll be 
a good learning experience. This is a tool 
that should keep all pilots current.

Enjoy your flying and—above all—be 
safe!

Murray’s report
Murray Foster
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From the instructors’ corner
Dennis Williams

Since being asked to be an Authorised 
Testing Officer (ATO) and do flight testing 
and reviews, I have come to recognize 
whether a candidate will be successful 
before we even get to the aircraft. Just a 
casual chat usually gives it all away.

Pilots that fly rarely are really noticeable 
in their forgotten knowledge.

So here are some hints to make your—
and my—life much easier.

BE PREPARED

• Know how to get and read NOTAMs 
and the weather and have it available.

• Have a weight and balance 
calculation prepared.

• Know what paperwork should be 
checked before flying.

• Know the aircraft flight manual, 
including emergency procedures.

• Have an up to date map. The club 
maps tend to go walkabout!

• The BFR Questions paper should 
be completed before the flight as 
this gives me further clues what to 
expect from you. It really is quite 
straightforward and not difficult. If you 
do struggle with this you may need 
to go back to the books to refresh 
the odd brain cell, although Murray 
and myself will explain any wrong 
answers.

• Aircraft walk around is rarely a 
problem, but cockpit checks can 
become quite random and items 

can be missed. Using a checklist is 
OK. Airlines use them so there is no 
reason why you shouldn’t.

• Try and imagine Dargaville as an 
international airport with lots of traffic 
and painted hold positions on the 
central taxiway. Then you won’t be 
likely to block runways while you do 
run-up checks.

• Have you done those pre-take-off 
vital checks?

• Declare and fly your best angle and 
best climb speeds.

• Airmanship, airmanship, airmanship.
• Fly smoothly and accurately.
• Know the pre-stall HASELL checks; 

the odd en-route check wouldn’t go 
amiss either.

• At least know the recovery procedure 
for a wing drop stall. Some aircraft 
are reluctant to drop a wing but I have 
yet to find one that won’t. If you are 
uncomfortable with this that’s OK, we 
will have an extensive debrief on the 
ground.
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• The forced landing: wind speed 
and direction plus ground elevation 
are the usual problems. Stay in 
practice and get to know the glide 
performance of the aircraft. Don’t 
forget you can gain time in the air 
by pitching immediately to your best 
glide speed...which is?

• If you are current, re-joining and 
circuits give very few problems, but 
please don’t forget your downwind 
checks.

• Airmanship, airmanship, airmanship.
• After landing checks.

If you are due for your BFR and 
haven’t flown for a while, it may well be 
worthwhile to have a few instructional 
flights beforehand. Remember: the BFR 
is just that, a review of your flying skills 
and knowledge.

Generally, shortfalls are made up on the 
flight review. Rarely, further training is 
required to get up to standard.

Be easy on yourself, and me, by staying 
current and being prepared.  
 Safe and fun flying!

Seen around the place
Mark Norgate also enjoyed a ride at Whangarei in Terry Johnson’s Giles aerobatic 
aircraft ZK-NUT 
(See Rusty’s story on page 1)

Photo: Rusty Russell
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Photo: Kathy Little

Kathy Little with friend Ricky de Agrela, who recently visited Dargaville. Ricky made 
an epic round-the-world microlight flight in 2004. His book “Freedom Flight” is 
available on Amazon.

Mark Norgate in his Sonex ZK-VDB

Photo: Paul Shaw

Visit this web site for inspiring video interviews with Ricky: 
http://www.lifestories.co.za/interviews/ricky-de-agrela-making-aviation-history-in-a-microlight

http://www.lifestories.co.za/interviews/ricky-de-agrela-making-aviation-history-in-a-microlight
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Dave Evans edits Windsock for the  
Dargaville Aero Club Committee.    
Dave always welcomes your stories and photos!    

Email: dargavilledave@gmail.com    
Home:  07 863 5987    
Mobile: 021 059 3040

facebook.com/dargavilleaeroclub  
and click ‘Like’

Find us on the web
at dargavilleac.weebly.com  

Harvey Carran’s Rans s-6ES Coyote II, currently resident at Dargaville

Photo: Rusty Russell

Flight Hauraki Cessna 207 ZK-MDZ stopped by for fuel on 8 September during an 
aerial survey of the Far North, searching for sharks.

Photo: John Wegg
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